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Press Release - For immediate release

enepath to introduce ground-breaking Speaker Control Module at the
Trading Desk
Unique new interface spearheads range of accessories to enhance market leading Tablet II Turret
Singapore, Wednesday Apr 6, 2016
enepath today announced the introduction of a new Speaker Control Module (SCM), providing the Trader with the
latest in functionality at the Trading Desk
“It is important that when a new man-machine interface is introduced, particularly one that controls something as
important as speakers at the Trading Desk, the user is able to see its benefits immediately but, perhaps more
importantly, be guaranteed not to lose any ways of working that they liked,” said Stephen Phillips, CEO, enepath
“This was our guiding principle in making sure that we provided the perfect mix of user need and technology
provision in the SCM.”


The Speaker Control Module is a specific unit created for a speaker-focused user. Each module controls up
to 12 channels and can be free-standing, ‘daisy-chained’ to two other modules to offer up to 36 channels
and/or attached to the enepath Tablet II docking module as the user requires. Each channel is provided
with a rotary volume control and is available for transmit and/or receive via the speaker and a microphone.
The SCM provides push-button access to each channel allows group(s) or all call, on a Push to Talk or Push
to Latch basis. A macro function is available enabling the trader to change the configuration of his speakers
with one button press to facilitate differing trading patterns. In addition there is an on-board display which
displays channel specific counterparty information, and full status of a call including voice activity from their
counter-party thus allowing the Trader to access channels more intuitively.

The SCM is the leading example of a range of turnkey items to work seamlessly alongside the enepath Tablet II, to
include


An external dial pad. This includes Turret function keys allowing the Trader to be able to control outgoing
calls, both initiation and clearing, together with privacy, handset mute and transfer in addition, of course,
to all standard dialing functions.



An off-board speaker/mic. This provides higher quality transmit and receive to multiple lines on the Tablet
II. Connected via an USB it is mobile at the desktop with a high quality speaker and close-proximity mic.

“This new range of accessories will really make a difference to the way a Trader works.” added Phillips “The SCM for
example, is something that allows a Broker, an Equities Trader or a Hedge Fund Trader to all work the way that they

more

want – by using the Turret as the focus or, as is often the case, using Speakers as their prime communications tool.
Taken together, this range, when added to the Tablet II Turret from enepath, begins to ask real questions about
what a modern Turret looks like and how it functions”

About enepath
enepath is a network solution and product provider that uses its patented ‘fully-distributed’ software
platform, the Adaptive Media Platform (AMP) to deliver higher levels of reliability, better ROI and greater ease
of implementation. Applicable across multiple markets, but targeted at the Trading Room Turret as the initial
vertical, enepath uses the flexibility and adaptability of IP as the start point for its range of voice and voice
applications and aims to enhance the way that Traders use, manage and gain benefit from voice at their
Trading position. Headquartered in Singapore, enepath is managed by a team of individuals with a wide range
of experience in the both the finance and network sectors, having held senior positions at multiple major
existing market vendors. For more information please email info@enepath.com

